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The final frontier of Business Intelligence is – Human Capital Analytics.
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Before starting, let me ask you a few questions.

• What % of your total budget is “people” related?  OK, that was easy. Let’s put a more • What % of your total budget is “people” related?  OK, that was easy. Let’s put a more 

challenging question to you …

• What is the value contribution of your workforce to organisational value?  Don’t know?  

How about …

• On what category of employee do you get the highest return on investment?  Have to 

guess?  And what about …

• Which Talent Management processes are the most cost effective and effective?  And do 

YOU actually manage any of them?  And finally …

• Are we improving – with any of the above measures?  Or are we going backwards?

For now, let’s just move on, but we’ll come back to these.
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Most organisations today have some sort of “scorecard” that helps them to define, manage and 

monitor organisational goals.monitor organisational goals.

Some are the Balanced Scorecard of Kaplan and Norton, and others use some derivative of this.

But basically the Scorecard defines the Objectives, Measures, Targets and Initiatives.

And one of the areas that needs to be managed is Human Capital – lumped under Learning and 

Development in the “standard” BSC.

Can I ask?  Who here has some sort of Scorecard system in place?  Is it only at “high level”, or is 

it cascaded down the organisation?  To what level?

For this presentation we are focussing on the Human Capital aspect of a scorecard, and it just 

might extend beyond the L&D, but let’s see.
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Right now the most important “workforce” measures are:

HeadcountHeadcount�� HeadcountHeadcount

�� Span of ControlSpan of Control

�� TurnoverTurnover

�� Termination ReasonTermination Reason

�� Employee EngagementEmployee Engagement

�� Time to FillTime to Fill

�� Cost per HireCost per Hire

�� Internal MobilityInternal Mobility

�� Internal Hiring RateInternal Hiring Rate

But what do these actually tell us?But what do these actually tell us?
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Let’s take another look.  Here are the same Measures

�� HeadcountHeadcount�� HeadcountHeadcount

�� Span of ControlSpan of Control

�� TurnoverTurnover

�� Termination ReasonTermination Reason

�� Employee EngagementEmployee Engagement

�� Time to FillTime to Fill

�� Cost per HireCost per Hire

�� Internal MobilityInternal Mobility

�� Internal Hiring RateInternal Hiring Rate

But let’s look at it from another angle.But let’s look at it from another angle.

The trumpeter tells us that “South Africa have scored 58!”  What does that mean?  It’s The trumpeter tells us that “South Africa have scored 58!”  What does that mean?  It’s 
practically meaningless without having additional information.  Information such as:practically meaningless without having additional information.  Information such as:

�� What is the game? Rugby, Basketball, Cricket?  For now let’s say it’s cricket.  What is the game? Rugby, Basketball, Cricket?  For now let’s say it’s cricket.  

�� What is the “relative” score?  Well What is the “relative” score?  Well –– if I say “SA are 58 for 6 in a limited if I say “SA are 58 for 6 in a limited oversovers game?”  game?”  
Does that give you more information?  Of course, but still not enough to make any Does that give you more information?  Of course, but still not enough to make any 
judegementjudegement..

�� Who are the opponents?  If we are playing Australia, well kind of OK, but if we are playing Who are the opponents?  If we are playing Australia, well kind of OK, but if we are playing 
USA?  What else would you like to know?USA?  What else would you like to know?

�� What is the stage of the game?  We are in the 27What is the stage of the game?  We are in the 27thth over of the second innings.over of the second innings.

�� OK, but who’s in and who’s out?  Do we have someone capable of staying in to the end?OK, but who’s in and who’s out?  Do we have someone capable of staying in to the end?

�� What score do we have to make?What score do we have to make?

NowNow do we have enough information to make some decisions?do we have enough information to make some decisions?

Management is exactly the same.  We need information in order for us to make BETTER Management is exactly the same.  We need information in order for us to make BETTER 
decisions!decisions!
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The end result is 3 Human Capital Statements.  These are:

• Human Capital Flow Statement• Human Capital Flow Statement

• Human Capital Asset Statement

• Human Capital Impact Statement

We will look at each of these in a little bit of detail.
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Please don’t try to read the details of these next few slides.  The details, for now, are irrelevant.  

Please just look at the areas that I have highlighted in the Red boxes.Please just look at the areas that I have highlighted in the Red boxes.

This is the Human Capital Flow Statement. This statement encapulates the “movement” of 

Human Assets in the organisation.

Across the top there is Headcount at the start of the period, New hires, Turnover (or 

resignations), Net Promotions, Net Transfers, and Headcount at the end of the period.

Down the side are the different “categories” of staff – Management, Professionals, Sales, 

Technical, etc.

Just as a Cash Flow Statement tells you how Cash moves through the organisation, so the Human 

Capital Flow Statement tells you how your Human Capital is “flowing” through the organisation.

Back to our cricket analogy, this tells you in which overs the batsmen went out, and how they 

went out.

• How well are you retaining staff in key categories?

• How well are you developing staff?

• Is the workforce growing or shrinking?

• What is the relationship between permanent and contingent staff?

• Are you reducing staff in the “right” categories?

• How does this compare across business units?

The questions that you can ask using this information is limited only by your imagination and 

creativity.
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This is the Human Capital Asset Statement. As with a Financial Asset Statement, the Human 

Capital Asset Statement is a “snapshot” at a specific time.  It is in two parts as it didn’t fit easily Capital Asset Statement is a “snapshot” at a specific time.  It is in two parts as it didn’t fit easily 

onto one slide.

This first part tells you what your headcount is and what the cost of that headcount is at a 

specific time.  This is the “value” of your workforce at that time.  This can be compared year-on-

year as it is above to identify trends.  And it can also be compared between different business 

units.

Referring to our cricket analogy, this says “South Africa is 67 for 5”.  Then you can compare that 

with the last time that they played, and against the same opponents to tell you if they are 

improving or not.
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The second part of the Human Capital Asset Statement provides slightly different information.

Firstly, the Human Capital ROI is a measure of the return to the business from each Rand Firstly, the Human Capital ROI is a measure of the return to the business from each Rand 

invested in Human Capital. Critical Business Roles and Groups have a larger impact on business 

outcomes  than other groups and thus are weighted more heavily while other position groups 

have little or even negative impact on business results and thus are weighted accordingly lower.  

Given the information above, in which groups would you look to invest?  And which would you 

not?

Human Capital Value Add represents human capital productivity value added or returned from 

the workforce above its actual or direct cost.  In the example provided, you can see that the 

Human Capital Value Add has increased this year over the prior year.

Workforce Productivity Impact represents the current and prior period incremental human 

capital productivity value added or retained value created from the workforce based on revenue 

per FTE, Profit per FTE and Market Value per FTE marginal metric productivity improvements.

Total Human Capital Value Added is the human capital productivity value added or returned 

from the workforce above its actual or direct cost. It is the sum of Retained Human Capital Value 

Add and Productivity Impact.

Just looking at these last figures, what does this tell you?

It let’s you know that you are doing something right, but from this, as with a Financial Asset 

Statement, you don’t know WHAT it is that you are doing right.  More on this later.
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And this is the Impact Statement – equivalent to the Income Statement.

The Impact Statement uses common Income Statement information such as:The Impact Statement uses common Income Statement information such as:

• Total Revenue

• Total Expenses

• Operating Expenses

• Operating Profit

• Etc

And relates this information to relevant Human Capital Information to provide comparative 

measures of financial performance related to Human Capital.  Such as:

• TCOW as a percentage of Revenue

• TCOW as a percentage of Expenses

• TCOW as a percentage of Operating Expenses

• Profit per FTE

• Market Capitalisation per FTE

These produce the:

Human Capital ROI - a measure of the return to the business from each Rand invested in Human 

Capital. As we mentioned on the previous slide, Critical Business Roles and Groups have a larger 

impact on business outcomes  than other groups and thus are weighted more heavily while 

other position groups have little or even negative impact on business results and thus are 

weighted accordingly lower. 

Workforce Productivity Impact – the retained value created from the workforce based on 

revenue per FTE, Profit per FTE and Market Value per FTE marginal metric productivity 

improvements.

Now let’s look at these in a real situation.
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If we take some of the figures from these statements and graph them, the figures can tell us 

some really interesting stories.some really interesting stories.

On this graph, the size of the “dot” gives an indication of the number of people in the Job Family.  

So there are more “Sales Staff” than there are “Specialists”, for instance.

So, if you were looking for places to invest in your Human Capital, which would you choose to 

maximise the return on that investment?
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These are actual figures taken from the published financial statements of three of our top 

Financial Institutions.  Lets call them A (green), B (blue), and C (purple).Financial Institutions.  Lets call them A (green), B (blue), and C (purple).

So, let’s see what’s going on here.  Taking the 2 left hand graphs.  What can you say about these 

Financial Institutions?

(Answer: A and C have higher Operating Expenses.)

Then, look at the two right hand graphs.  What can you say about them now?

(Answer: A is spending more wisely and getting more return for each R1 spent, but B is getting a 

better return on their investment)

Given this information, if you were an investor, which Financial Institution would you consider 

investing in?
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These three graphs measure the Total Cost of Workforce against Revenue, Net Operating Profit, 

and against operating Expenses.and against operating Expenses.

What do these graphs tell you about these three Financial Institutions?

Which one is investment in its Human Capital?
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We said that we would get back to looking at how investments in different Talent Management 

activities can be compared.activities can be compared.

This part of the system evaluates the different aspects of Talent Management and tells you the 

impact of each on organisational success.

I’m not going to go through any of these in any detail.  Most of the indices and measures are 

complex and require fairly substantial data and analysis beforehand.  So this is a “result” rather 

than a calculation.

The important thing is the measure of impact and understanding where to look to improve this.

This slide covers the Talent Management focus areas of:

• Recruiting and Hiring

• Mobility – that is following a career in the organisation.

• Leadership and Management.
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This slide includes the Talent Management focus areas of:

• Training• Training

• Performance and Engagement

• Turnover and Retention

As I mentioned, I’m not going to go into these in any detail, they are too complex and we don’t 

have the time in a short session like this.

However, I would like to draw your attention to the Impact.  The total impact of Talent 

Management practices for the current year is $39 million.  This is the sum of the impacts of all 

the Talent Management processes.

If we are looking for where to make improvements – which is what this exercise is about, we 

need to look at the most successful practices and the least successful practices.  Those are the 

ones with the greatest of smallest improvement year-on year.

So, from this slide we can see that Training had the greatest improvement (greater than the 

average), and we can see that Performance and Engagement needs some improvement.
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From this we can now see that Leadership and Management had the greatest improvement, 

Recruiting and Hiring made a positive contribution, but Mobility definitely needs some attention.Recruiting and Hiring made a positive contribution, but Mobility definitely needs some attention.

Can you see how you can use the data that you already have available to help you to focus on 

the areas that most need attention, AND give you the ability to see trends and performance 

year-on-year – Objectively!!

Now – let’s have some fun.
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Now this is something that you all could do right now back in your workplace.

The Workforce Image Map compares Headcount in numbers, with Headcount cost in the The Workforce Image Map compares Headcount in numbers, with Headcount cost in the 

different Job Categories.

Most organisations look to cut costs at the lower end – the labourers, service workers, etc.  But 

this is small fry.

This WIM tells us that if we want to cut costs, the best places to cut costs will be Management 

and Professionals.  Why, because if you compare the size of the bar in numbers and cost, it is not 

equitable.

We all expect that, the higher the organisational level, the higher the cost and this is where it 

becomes important that you know which of the Job Categories provides High Value Add –

because you don’t want to cut High Value Add jobs.

For this organisation Managers and Professionals were not High Value Add, so they could 

implement interventions such as increasing the Span of Control, and outsourcing Professional 

requirements.
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Let’s look at it slightly differently.  On this graph “Value Add” is on the bottom axis and Core is on 

the vertical axis.the vertical axis.

So, some jobs are “Core” jobs in the organisation, which others are “Value Add”.

So the trick here is to identify those jobs that are both Core and High Value Add, because that is 

where you will get the greatest return on investment.

Which jobs would you invest in?
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It is also useful to look at the WIM year-on-year.  This WIM compares Current Year with Prior 

Year.  Where do you think that this organisation has made its highest level of investment Year.  Where do you think that this organisation has made its highest level of investment 

between the two years?
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Now let’s have some fun.  What can you say about these different organisations?

What kind of organisation do you think each could be?What kind of organisation do you think each could be?
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So, what have we seen.

Firstly, Human Capital Analytics is the “Last Frontier” of BusinessFirstly, Human Capital Analytics is the “Last Frontier” of Business

Secondly, it’s about asking questions, analysing the answers, and then asking more questions.

And it is an iterative process.  It’s something that you keep on doing.  The world changes around 

us, and we never know exactly how that is going to impact us.  So we need to keep asking, 

analysing and implementing.

Finally, you are able to make better decisions regarding your Human Capital by using a BI tool, 

such an HCF$.
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Thank you for your attention.  Are there any questions?

If you would like to know more, all my contact details are listed, you can follow me on LinkedIn, If you would like to know more, all my contact details are listed, you can follow me on LinkedIn, 

and, what you can do right now is – put out a quick tweet and let us know what you think about 

it.
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